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Martin Moche

From: mx-usersupport <MX-USERSUPPORT@diamond.ac.uk>
Sent: den 11 november 2021 19:22
To: Martin Moche
Subject: DLS beamtime usage update

For your proposal MX21625 the table below summarises usage for the period of Jul. 1, 2021 till Nov. 11, 2021. This is part of the 
allocation period AP29-30 which runs until Dec. 31, 2021.  

 Awarded 
beamtime 
[hours] 

Used 
scheduled  
beamtime 
[hours] 

Unattended Data 
Collection [hours] 

Future 
scheduled 
beamtime 
[hours] 

Remaining 
deliverable 
beamtime 
[hours] 

MX 80 12 14 0 21 
I24 40 0 - 0 10 
Total 120 12 14 0 31 

 
Notes for this Run 

Please start shipping your samples now or requesting a pre-booked remote or on-site session as outlined at 
https://www.diamond.ac.uk/Instruments/Mx/Common/MX-Beamtime-guide-2021.html .  

For the current run we expect the last shipments for this run to arrive on site by Dec. 10, 2021. This date may be brought 
forward if demand is high. Please recall your Dewars as quickly as possible after your visit, as couriers get busy in the run up to 
Christmas, and site shutdown means they will not be topped up over the festive period.  
 
Note that due to a monochromator upgrade I24 will reopen early December, so shipments that explicitly require I24 time 
should be dispatched accordingly.  
 
Definitions  

 Awarded beamtime: This is time awarded to you by the peer review panel, given in hours. 
 Used scheduled beamtime: This is beamtime that has been scheduled and delivered for your proposal in this allocation 

period starting Jul. 1, 2021 until Nov. 11, 2021.  
 Unattended Data Collection: This is the amount of time samples collected under unattended data collection have used 

during this allocation period. This figure is not currently reported in UAS. 
 Future scheduled beamtime: This is beamtime that has been scheduled for your proposal between Nov. 11, 2021 and 

the end of the allocation period on Dec. 31, 2021. 
 Remaining deliverable beamtime: It is expected your usage of awarded beam time should be spread across the 

allocation period. With the remaining available beam time, we have calculated that we may only be able to offer this 
number of hours before the end of the allocation period on Dec. 31, 2021 if all user groups were to use a proportionate 
share of the remaining available beam time. 

If your use is low relative to your award, please let us know if you plan to use this time. If you have used more than your 
allocated time, we will endeavour to offer beamtime so please continue sending samples, noting we are actively monitoring 
overall usage and will advise you if we look to be unable to meet overall demand.  

 
As I24 has been offered at times when not explicitly requested your I24 usage may be higher than expected but continue to 
request I24 time as required and your request will be accommodated if we can. 
 
If there is a disparity from your records in the above numbers or you have any queries about beamtime access, please contact 
mx-usersupport@diamond.ac.uk  
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This e-mail and any attachments may contain confidential, copyright and or privileged material, and are for the use 
of the intended addressee only. If you are not the intended addressee or an authorised recipient of the addressee 
please notify us of receipt by returning the e-mail and do not use, copy, retain, distribute or disclose the information 
in or attached to the e-mail. 
Any opinions expressed within this e-mail are those of the individual and not necessarily of Diamond Light Source 
Ltd.  
Diamond Light Source Ltd. cannot guarantee that this e-mail or any attachments are free from viruses and we 
cannot accept liability for any damage which you may sustain as a result of software viruses which may be 
transmitted in or with the message. 
Diamond Light Source Limited (company no. 4375679). Registered in England and Wales with its registered office at 
Diamond House, Harwell Science and Innovation Campus, Didcot, Oxfordshire, OX11 0DE, United Kingdom 
  


